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A B S T R A C T   

Surgical failures, caused by postoperative infections of bone implants, are commonly met, which cannot be 
treated precisely with intravenous antibiotics. Photothermal therapy (PTT) and photodynamic therapy (PDT) 
have attracted widespread attention due to their non-invasive antibacterial effects on tissues and no bacterial 
resistance, which may be an excellent approach to solve infections related to bone implants for biodegradable 
magnesium alloys. Herein, a sodium copper chlorophyllin (SCC) with a porphyrin ring induced Ca–P coating was 
prepared on AZ31 magnesium alloy via layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly. The morphology and composition of the 
samples were characterized through field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) with affiliated energy 
dispersive spectrometer (EDS), X-ray diffractometer (XRD), and Fourier infrared spectrometer (FTIR) and X-ray 
photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) as well. Potentiodynamic polarization, electrochemical impedance spectros-
copy (EIS) and hydrogen evolution experiments were employed to evaluate the corrosion behavior of the sam-
ples. Atomic absorption spectrophotometer was used to measure Cu elemental content of different immersion 
periods. Cytocompatibility and antibacterial performance of the coatings were probed using in vitro cytotoxicity 
tests (MTT assay), live/dead cell staining and plate counting method. The results showed that the obtained 
(Ca–P/SCC)10 coating exhibited good corrosion resistance, antimicrobial activity (especially under 808 nm 
irradiation) and biocompatibility. The antibacterial rates for E. coli and S. aureus were 99.9% and 99.8%, 
respectively; and the photothermal conversion efficiency was as high as 42.1%. Triple antibacterial mechanisms 
including photodynamic, photothermal reactions and copper-ions release were proposed. This coating exhibited 
a promising application for biodegradable magnesium alloys.   

1. Introduction 

Magnesium (Mg) and its alloys have the advantages of biodegrad-
ability, an elastic module close to the natural bone and appropriate 
mechanical properties. Their degradation product Mg2+ ions are also 
necessary for the growth of human tissues; and herein they can be used 
as internal fixation material to avoid secondary operations [1–3]. 
However, the rapid degradation rate restricts the orthopedic application 
of Mg alloys. 

Generally, Ca–P coating, with excellent biocompatibility and 
osseointegration, can be used to mitigate the degradation rate of Mg 
alloys [4,5]. In recently years, many methods have been reported for the 

preparation of Ca–P coatings on Mg alloys. For example, Surmeneva 
et al. [6,7] obtained a uniform and pore-free HA coating on AZ91 
magnesium alloy via RF magnetron sputter deposition followed by 
post-deposition annealing, which had superior bonding strength and 
enhanced chemical reactivity. Han et al. [8] used the dropwise addition 
procedure during the electro-deposition process to prepare Ca–P coating 
on pure Mg plates. The main components of the Ca–P coating were 
hydroxyapatite (HA) and calcium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate, which 
exhibited excellent corrosion resistance in simulated body fluids. In our 
previous work, DNA was used to induce Ca–P coating on AZ31 by means 
of hydrothermal method [9], led to an improved corrosion resistance 
and adhesion strength compared with the Ca–P coating without DNA. 
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However, due to the limitations of temperature, voltage, pressure and 
other experimental conditions involved in the above preparation of the 
Ca–P coating, many macromolecules are difficult to be loaded into the 
coating, which limits the functionalization of the coating. Compared 
with the above mentioned methods, the prepared coating under mild 
experimental condition via layer-by-layer (LbL) assembling has advan-
tages such as controllability, functionalization and molecular recogni-
tion for its good adhesion and homogeneity [10]. 

Obviously, the frequent postoperative infection of bone implants 
becomes one of the most serious complications, leading to implant 
failure and bacteria-infected organs [11]. At present, the methods to 
improve the antibacterial performance of biodegradable Mg alloys 
mainly include the addition of antibiotics [12,13], polypeptides [14], 
and co-doping with metal ions (substances that can release metal ions) 
[15–18]. Nevertheless, the antimicrobial resistance after using of anti-
biotics may limit its applications in vivo [19,20]. And the antibacterial 
activity of polypeptides is also limited. 

Recently, photodynamic therapy (PDT) and photothermal therapy 
(PTT) have been employed to treat bacterial infections and cancers 
under photo irradiation, which attract more and more attentions due to 
their wide antibacterial spectrum, no microbial resistance and fast 
bacteriostasis response [21–23]. Photosensitizers (PSs) is a key link in 
PDT process to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) [24], especially 
for singlet oxygen (1O2), which can cause a damage in cellular mem-
branes and subsequently kills tumor cells or bacteria [25]. Unfortu-
nately, both PS-mediated oxygen consumption and blood vessel damage 
further potentiate tissues hypoxia. The scenario hinders the effect of PDT 
treatment [26,27]. Oxygen-independent therapies (i.e., PTT) are an 
effective solution to hypoxia [28]. Upon selective photo treatment, PTT 
agents absorb light and dissipate the absorbed energy through non-
radiative decay (heating), leading to an increase in the temperature of 
the local environment [29,30], which can promote blood circulation and 
oxygen transportation around the tissues. But if the temperature is too 
high, it will cause irreversible damage of healthy cells. Thus, there is an 
acceptable temperature in human body for PTT. Note that, some bac-
teria can survive at a temperature of 70 ◦C. The highest temperature that 
human tissues, however, can tolerate is between 50 and 60 ◦C, which 
leads to a significant reduction in the antibacterial efficiency of PTT in 
the body [31]. Duan et al. [32] designed a cascade synergistic immu-
notherapy nano-system, in which polydopamine was used as a photo-
thermal agent to induce low-temperature PTT, leading to immunogenic 
cell death, activating dendritic cells, and enhancing the antitumor 

immune response of T cells. 
Thus, it is necessary to combine PDT and PTT to achieve a good 

antibacterial ability. Li et al. [33] used hybrid nanosheets of 
g–C3N4–Zn2+@graphene oxide (SCN–Zn2+@GO) to expose in the light 
with a wavelength of 660 and 808 nm for a short time; under the syn-
ergistic effect of PDT and PTT antibacterial treatment, the antibacterial 
ratio was greater than 99.1%. The wound healing of Zn2+ ions was 
evaluated, but the antibacterial effects influenced by the release of Zn2+

ions was ignored. Note that, the application of PTT and PDT on nano-
materials can quickly eliminate infection, promote wound healing or 
anti-tumor effect, but the combined applications of PTT and PDT on 
metallic alloys have been rarely reported. 

Porphyrins have been noted to have a special molecular structure, 
and may be a promising PS candidate for the active layer on bio-metallic 
materials due to the highly photosensitive properties, strong two-photon 
absorption, and efficient electron transfer as well as excellent thermal 
stability. This scenario is attributed to the natural structure and photo- 
harvesting with a large π-conjugation on the carbon-nitrogen macrocy-
clic framework [34–38]. And they can produce ROS [39] and heat [40] 
under the light irradiation, involving intersystem crossing to triplet 
excited state, followed by the formation of singlet oxygen (1O2) [41], 
which is a highly reactive species and mediates various oxidative 
processes. 

Sodium copper chlorophyllin (SCC) is a water-soluble sodium salt of 
copper extracted from chlorophyll with good biocompatibility, which 
has been used as food dye and wound healing promoter for decades 
[42]. And in recent years, the anti-cancer activity of SCC has been paid 
close attention in the field of nano biomaterials based on its good effect 
in PDT or PTT therapy. Both Chu et al. [43] and Pemmaraju et al. [44] 
reported that chlorophyll molecules, obtained from plants, were 
encapsulated into polymer composite nanomaterials for cancer imaging 
and targeted cancer therapy, exhibiting excellent PTT or PDT properties 
with low cytotoxicity. 

On the other hand, the role of the Cu2+ ion in the center of the SCC 
structure cannot be underestimated. The Cu2+ ion is an indispensable 
micronutrient element for human health, which plays an important role 
in human enzymes and promotes the production of cell respiration, 
neurotransmitters and peptide hormones. Cu2+ ions also have good 
antibacterial properties through trigger decomposition of S-nitrosothiols 
(RSNOs) in the body and generate NO [45], which reacts with free 
radical superoxide to form reactive byproducts (peroxynitrite and 
dinitrogen trioxide), causing the membrane disruption and cell 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of (Ca–P/SCC)10 and (Ca–P)10 coatings fabricated via LbL method.  
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dysfunction of bacteria [46,47], like influenza A virus, Staphylococcus 
aureus (S. aureus), and Escherichia coli (E. coli) together with Listeria 
monocytogenes [48,49], thereby promoting the regulation of bacteria in 
the tissues near the bone implant. In addition, Cu2+ ions can regulate the 
action of a variety of cytokines and the growth factors and stimulate 
angiogenesis and collagen deposition, promoting wound healing effec-
tively [50,51]. Thus, SCC may provide triple antibacterial activity, 
including PDT, PTT and Cu2+ ions release after the demetalation 
reaction. 

In this study, 10 bilayers of Ca–P coatings were induced by SCC on 
the surface of the AZ31 alloy using the LbL method. The purpose aims to 
take deep insight into the coating formation and corrosion and anti-
bacterial mechanisms by fabricating a Cu bearing (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating 
with superior corrosion resistance, PTT and PDT antibacterial perfor-
mance together with good biocompatibility. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials and reagents 

AZ31 substrate (Al 2.5–3.0 wt%, Zn 0.7–1.3 wt%, Mn > 0.2 wt% and 
the balanced Mg) sheets were bought from Shandong Yinguang Yuyuan 
Light Metal Precise Forming Co., Ltd., China. Sodium copper chlor-
ophyllin (SCC), beef powder and peptone used in the culture medium in 
the antibacterial experiment were purchased by Xiya Reagent Co., Ltd., 
China. Ca(NO3)2⋅4H2O and NaH2PO4⋅2H2O was obtained by Tianjin 
Guangfu Technology Development Co., Ltd. The AZ31 sheets were cut 
into squares with a size of 20 mm × 20 mm × 5 mm, ground smoothly 
with 2500 grit SiC sandpaper, then rinsed with alcohol and deionized 
water, and finally dried with warm air. 

2.2. Composite coating preparation 

The preparation process of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coatings is shown in Fig. 1. 
Firstly, AZ31 substrate was immersed in 1 M NaOH solution at 60 ◦C for 
20 min for hydroxylation. Then, the hydroxylated samples were alter-
nately dipped in the SCC solution (0.01 g/L SCC) and calcium- 
phosphorus (Ca–P) solution (0.15 M Ca(NO3)2⋅4H2O and 0.1 M NaH2-

PO4⋅2H2O) with tender stir for 10 min at 37 ◦C. After 10 cycles, the 
obtained coating was designated as (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating, which was 
dried in oven at 70 ◦C for 1 h. The (Ca–P)10 coating as a control was 
directly immersed in a Ca–P solution on a hydroxylated AZ31 substrate 
for 10 times. 

2.3. Surface characterization 

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Nova Nano 
SEM 450, FEI, USA) was used to observe the microscopic and cross- 
sectional morphologies of the samples. The energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscope (EDS), attached to the FE-SEM instrument, was utilized for 
analysis the surface elements of coatings at an acceleration voltage of 15 
kV. X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku D/MAX 2500 PC, Japan) was 
employed to detect the phase composition with a Cu target at a scanning 
rate of 0.02 s− 1 in the 2θ range of 10◦–90◦. Fourier infrared spectrometer 
(FTIR, Nicolet 380, Thermo Electron Corporation, USA) was conducted 
to characterize the main functional groups of the sample surface be-
tween 400–4000 nm− 1. X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS, Nexsa, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., USA) was employed to characterize the 
bonding modes of the coatings using Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV), 
binding energies were measured with a precision of ±0.1. Atomic ab-
sorption spectrophotometer (PERSEE TAS-986F, China) was used to 
measure the Cu element content released from the coatings in triplicate 
with different immersion times. 

2.4. Corrosion testing 

The corrosion resistance of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating was charac-
terized by electrochemical experiments. Hank’s balanced salt solution 
(HBSS) was selected as the corrosive medium. Potentiodynamic polari-
zation curves and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were 
conducted on an electrochemical workstation (PAR Model 2273, 
Princeton Applied Research, USA) with a three-electrode system. The 
sample was the work electrode; saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and a 
platinum plate acted as the reference and counter electrodes, respec-
tively. Polarization resistance (Rp) was calculated using Stern-Geary 
equation [52]: 

Rp =
βa⋅βc

2.303icorr(βa + βc)
(1)  

where, βa and βc are Tafel slopes of anodic and cathodic polarization 
curves, respectively; and icorr represents the corrosion current density of 
the samples. The hydrogen evolution and immersion tests were used to 
monitor the corrosion resistance of the AZ31 substrate and coatings 
during the degradation process. The specific experimental plan is dis-
played in the supporting information. 

2.5. Antimicrobial test 

In order to evaluate the PTT and PDT abilities of the samples, gram- 
positive S. aureus and gram-negative E. coli were selected to co-culture 
with the samples for testing. Place the UV-sterilized samples and 5 mL 
of bacteria solution in a six-well plate, and put them in the dark, white 
light (1 W cm− 2) and 808 nm near-infrared (NIR) light (1 W cm− 2) 
conditions. After 30 min of co-cultivation, the mixture was serially 
diluted for 1000-fold and 100 μL of each suspension with 0.85 wt% NaCl 
was evenly plated onto the culture medium in triplicate. Finally, the 
culture medium was incubated in an incubator at 37 ◦C for 24 h to count 
the number of bacterial colonies. The composition of the culture me-
dium and the method of culturing the bacterial cells are shown in the 
supporting information. 

2.6. ROS release and photothermal performance tests 

ROS fluorescent probe 2,7-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate 
(DCFH-DA) were used to evaluate the PDT ability of the samples within 
15 min under irradiation of P1 adjustable integrated semiconductor 
laser light source (P1, Hi-Tech Optoelectronics Co., Ltd, China, 0.5 W/ 
cm2). DCFH-DA does not show fluorescence, but it can be rapidly 
oxidized to a highly fluorescent molecule (2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein) in 
the presence of ROS [53]. The fluorescence intensity was measured 
using a ROS assay kit (Cat#S0033, Beyotime Biotechnology Co., Ltd, 
China). For the photothermal tests, the samples were irradiated by the 
P1 light source with an intensity of 1 W/cm2; and the temperature 
change was recorded with an infrared thermal imager (PTi120, Fluke 
testing instrument Shanghai Co., Ltd, China). 

In order to intuitively express the ability for (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating to 
convert light to heat, the photothermal conversion efficiency (η) was 
calculated according to the literature [54]. The energy balance of the 
whole system is shown below: 
∑

i
micp,i

dT
dt

=QSCC + Qs + Qloss (2)  

where, c and m represent the mass and heat capacity, respectively; the 
suffix “i” of c and m refers to the solvent (water) or dispersed matter 
(nanoparticles) [24]. T is the solution temperature. QSCC and Qs repre-
sent the photothermal energy absorbed by (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating and the 
heat associated with the light absorbed by solvent per second, respec-
tively. Qloss is the heat released by the system into the environment. 

Thereinto, 
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QSCC = I
(
1 − 10− Aλ

)
η (3)  

Qloss = hAΔT (4) 

In heating pure water, the heat input is equal to the heat output at the 
maximum steady-statue temperature: 

Qs =Qloss = hAΔTmax, H2O (5)  

where, h and A are the heat transfer coefficient and the surface area of 
the container, respectively. ΔT is the change in temperature, which is 
referred to T-Tsurr (T and Tsurr are the solution temperature and ambient 

Fig. 2. SEM images of (a and b) (Ca–P/SCC)10 and (c and d) (Ca–P)10 coatings and corresponding EDS spectra of Cu element for the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating; 
(f) Cross-sectional image and corresponding (g–l) EDS mapping images of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating; (m) FTIR spectra of pure SCC, (Ca–P/SCC)10 and 
(Ca–P)10 coatings; (n) XRD pattern of the (Ca–P)10 and (Ca–P/SCC)10 coatings. 
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temperature of the surrounding, respectively). ΔTmax, H2O is the tem-
perature change in the equilibrium state of the water in the system. 

For the photothermal experiment of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating, the 
heat absorption in the system is the sum of the heat generated by the 
sample (QSCC) and the heat generated by water (Qs), equal to the heat 
output at the maximum steady state-temperature, so the equation can be 

reduced to: 

Qs + QSCC = Qloss = hAΔTmax, mix (6) 

ΔTmax, mix is the temperature change of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating at 
the maximum steady state, the photothermal conversion efficiency for-
mula can be obtained from formulas (2), (4) and (5): 

Fig. 3. (a) SEM images, corresponding (b) EDS analysis of Cu element, (c) FTIR spectra and XRD patterns of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating with 1, 2, 5 and 7 bilayers.  
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η=
hA

(
ΔTmax,mix − ΔTmax, H2O

)

I
(
1 − 10− Aλ

) (7) 

In order to calculate hA, θ is introduced and defined as the ratio of ΔT 
and ΔTmax: 

θ=
ΔT

ΔTmax
(8) 

When the laser is off, QSCC + Qs = 0. 
Thus, 

t= −

∑
imiCp,i

hA
lnθ (9) 

Finally, the value of photothermal conversion efficiency (η) can be 
obtained by equation (6). 

2.7. Cytotoxicity test 

Mouse MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblasts were used as experimental targets 
to evaluate the cytotoxicity of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating. The specific 

operation steps and detection methods of this experiment are shown in 
the supporting information [55]. 

In order to get a credible conclusion, t-test was employed as statis-
tical analysis for biocompatibility measurements. All data were shown in 
the form of means ± standard deviations (n = 3, mean ± SD, p* < 0.05, 
p** < 0.01, p*** < 0.001, p**** < 0.0001). When p < 0.05, it was 
regarded as statistically significant. 

3. Results 

3.1. Surface analysis 

SEM images of (Ca–P/SCC)10 and (Ca–P)10 coatings are shown in 
Figure 2a–d. A dense (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating with lamellar-like structures 
is formed on the AZ31 alloy, and the length of the leafs reaches to 
250–300 μm; while the stalk-like (Ca–P)10 coating alternately grows 
along the direction of the magnet stirring, the stalk-like structure rea-
ches a length of 350–400 μm. The corresponding EDS data is displayed 
in Fig. S1 and Fig. 2e. The main components of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating 

Fig. 4. (a) Potentiodynamic polarization, (b) Nyquist plots and (c, d) Bode plots of the AZ31 substrate, (Ca–P)10 and (Ca–P/SCC)10 coatings; corresponding EC model 
of the (e) AZ31 substrate, (f) (Ca–P)10 and (g) (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating; the (h) HEV and (i) HER curves of AZ31 substrate, (Ca–P)10 and (Ca–P/SCC)10 coatings and 
corresponding (j) macroscopic morphology of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coatings after an immersion of 24, 75, 170 and 300 h. 
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with a Ca/P ratio of 1.12 ± 0.9 are C, O, P and Ca elements (Figure S1a), 
the missing Mg element can be ascribed to the complete coverage of the 
lamellar-like coating. The presence of Cu elements confirms the loading 
of SCC (Fig. 2e). The different Cu elemental content among point 1–3 
can be inferred that SCC absorbed on the laminae of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating can be acted as the nucleation center to induce the coating 
formation. The components of the (Ca–P)10 coating also are C, O, P and 
Ca elements (Figure S1b) and the Ca/P ratio (0.92 ± 0.06) is slightly 
lower than that of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating. 

The cross-sectional morphology and elemental distribution of (Ca–P/ 
SCC)10 coating is shown in Fig. 2f-l. The coating can be roughly divided 
into two layers: the thickness of outer layer with high Ca and P elements 
is about 6.86 μm ± 0.33; the preferentially formed Mg- and Ca–P con-
version layer close to the substrate with a higher content of Mg, O and P 
elements, has a thickness of approximately 3.07 μm ± 1.16. It is too 
difficult to judge the distribution of SCC molecules (Fig. 2g) in the 
composite coating, due to its less adsorbed amount. However, they can 
be confirmed by the next FTIR and XPS analysis (Figure 2m and 6). 

XRD patterns and FTIR spectra are collected to identify the compo-
sition of (Ca–P/SCC)10 and (Ca–P)10 coatings, as shown in Fig. 2m and n. 
In the FTIR spectra, pure SCC powder was used as the control, the vi-
bration of -ONa exists at the peak of 3400 cm− 1. The peaks for stretching 
vibration of unsaturated –CH = bond is displayed around 2963-2850 
cm− 1, generating a bathochromic shift due to the conjugation effect of 
the SCC molecules [56]. The C––C stretching vibration and –CH3 
bending vibration appear at 1550 and 1392 cm− 1, respectively. And the 
peaks near 1064 cm− 1 and around 1064-1550 cm− 1 represent the C–N 
bond and the skeleton of the porphyrin ring [56–59]. For the 
(Ca–P/SCC)10 coating, the porphyrin ring vibration is found at 
1392-1550 cm− 1, which proves that SCC is loaded sucessfully. And 
peaks at 520-1120 cm− 1 demonstrate the formation of Ca–P products 
containing HPO4

2− and PO4
3− , agreeing with the results of 

above-mentioned SEM and EDS. The XRD patterns (Figure 2n) further 
confirm that the main compositions of the two Ca–P coatings are CaH-
PO4⋅H2O, HA, Ca3(PO4)2 and Mg(OH)2. The presence of Mg(OH)2 reflets 
that the Mg substrate degrades during the coating formation process. 
CaHPO4⋅H2O formed at the initial formation of the coatings, verifying 
the results obtained from Fig. 2f-l. No peaks related to magnesium 
phosphate are found in the XRD pattern, due to the trace content and the 
cover of the outer (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating. 

3.2. Film formation process 

In order to explore the nucleation and growth process of (Ca–P/ 
SCC)10 coating, 1, 2, 5 and 7 bilayers were selected to represent different 
stages of coating formation, in which 1 and 2 bilayers are the initial 
stage, and 5 and 7 bilayers are the intermediate stage. SEM images with 
different number of bilayers and the corresponding EDS data are shown 
in Fig. 3a, b and S2. After an assembly of 1 bilayer, SCC absorbs on the 
surface of AZ31 substrate, and some clusters of Ca–P structures with 
radial leaves appear. For 2 bilayers, the surface of the substrate begins to 
chap under the effect of immersion, and laminar Ca–P product grows to 
cover part of the substrate. When the coating reaches to 5 bilayers, the 
dry river bed-like corrosion cracks expand, and the Ca–P coating covers 
most of the substrate surface. The Ca–P lamina nucleates and grows in 
the sites of new deposited SCC in further. When the number of the 
bilayer comes to 7, the substrate is completely covered by Ca–P prod-
ucts, and the coating becomes denser. Thus, the adsorption of SCC acts 
as a center of nucleation and growth for the clusters of Ca–P products. 
EDS spectra reveal that the main composition of the Ca–P coating was C, 
O, P, Ca (Fig. S2) and a spot of Cu (Fig. 3b), which is not varied with the 
changes of the bilayer number, confirming the homogeneity of each 
bilayer for the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating. Note that, the Ca/P ratio around 
the nucleation center is higher than the other site of the Ca–P lamina, 
and SCC tends to absorb on the flat part of the Ca–P lamina to initiate the 
formation of the new Ca–P products. 

FTIR spectra and XRD patterns of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating during 
film formation process is exhibited in Fig. 3c and d. The vibration peaks 
of the porphyrin ring skeleton are found at 1378-1552 cm− 1 with very 
weak intensity due to the low content of SCC. The characteristic peaks of 
HPO4

2− and PO4
3− appear between 524 and 1222 cm− 1, which are 

confirmed as Ca3(PO4)2, CaHPO4 and HA by the XRD patterns. During 
the induction process, there are no obvious changes in chemical com-
positions of the coatings, agreeing with the results of above EDS spectra. 

3.3. Corrosion behaviors 

Potentiodynamic polarization curves and corresponding data of the 
AZ31 substrate, (Ca–P)10 and (Ca–P/SCC)10 coatings in Hank’s solution 
are shown in Fig. 4a, Tables S1 and S2. As shown in Table S1, the 
corrosion current density (icorr) of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating (1.35 × 10− 7 A 
cm− 2) is smaller than AZ31 substrate (5.45 × 10− 6 A cm− 2) and (Ca–P)10 
coating (7.23 × 10− 6 A cm− 2), which provides a good corrosion pro-
tection. And the corrosion potential (Ecorr) of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating 
increases 0.27 V/SCE in the positive direction compared with the bare 
AZ31 alloy, implying an increase in the tendency of corrosion initiation 
from a thermodynamics perspective. Both two coatings show a signifi-
cant breakdown potential, proving the dissolution in anode zone is 
suppressed due to the formation of a passivation film. Moreover, the 
increased anodic Tafel slope (βa) and decreased cathodic Tafel slope (βc) 
also reflect a more positive modification of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coatings, 
agreeing with the Rp values of the samples. 

Nyquist and Bode plot of the AZ31 substrate, (Ca–P)10 and (Ca–P/ 
SCC)10 coatings are displayed in Fig. 4b–d. The diameters of the 
capacitive reactance arcs for (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating is much larger than 
the AZ31 substrate and (Ca–P)10 coating, confirming the (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating has the best protection from corrosion. In the Bode plot (Fig. 4c 
and d), the low-frequency platform of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating with three 
different time constants is one order of magnitude higher than the 
(Ca–P)10 coating, and two orders of magnitude higher than the AZ31 
substrate, agreeing with the results of the Nyquist plot. 

Consequently, three kinds of equivalent circuits (EC) models can be 
used to fit the EIS plots as shown in Fig. 4e–g, and the electrochemical 
data of EC model is displayed in Table S2. The EC model of AZ31 sub-
strate shows two obvious time constants in Fig. 4e, which can be 
described as Rs(Q1(Rf(QdlRct))), where Ql and Rf are the double layer 
capacitance and resistance of corrosion product film, and Rct and Rs 
represent the degree of impedance against the corrosion and the solution 
resistance between the electrode and the samples [60]. As shown in 
Fig. 4f. The EC model of (Ca–P)10 coating presents a high frequency 
capacitor loop composed of Qdl and Rct, implying double layer capaci-
tance and charge transfer resistance of the (Ca–P)10 coating. The 
inductance L and resistance RL in the low frequency region symbolize 
the pitting of the exposed substrate or peeling of the coating [61,62], 
which can be confirmed by the above loose structure in 3.1. For the 
(Ca–P/SCC)10 coating in Fig. 4g, the electric double layer is composed of 
a constant phase component (Qdl) and a charge transfer resistance (Rct) 
in series, represents the high-frequency circuit, and related to the elec-
tric double layer between the electrolyte and the working electrode [63, 
64]. The loop of the intermediate frequency range is related to the 
corrosion process of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating, which is represented by 
Rf2, Q2. The low frequency capacitive loop is related to resistance of Mg 
(OH)2 corrosion product film, which can be represented by resistors Rf1 
and Q1 in series. The missing pitting phenomenon and increased time 
constant of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating indicate that (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating 
has better corrosion resistance than the other two samples [62,65,66]. 

The hydrogen evolution volume (HEV) and hydrogen evolution rate 
(HER) curves of the samples soaked in HBSS for 300 h is shown in Fig. 4h 
and i. The whole HEV of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating was lower than that 
of the AZ31 substrate and higher than the (Ca–P)10 coating. From the 
HER curves, for the AZ31 substrate, the Mg(OH)2 corrosion products 
cause a decrease in the HER in the initial stage of immersion. After an 
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immersion of 25 h, the corrosion product layer disables and the HER 
increases rapidly. With an immersion of 75 h, the depositions of Ca2+, 
HPO4

2− and PO4
3− ions on the surface of the substrate form a new 

protective film, resulting in a lower HER. For the (Ca–P)10 coating, HER 
declines rapidly within 50 h due to the physical barrier effect of the stalk 
Ca–P structure. During the 50–200 h period, the Ca–P structure de-
grades, and HER slowly rises. From immersing for 200–300 h, the 

degradation of the coating and the formation of corrosion products 
gradually reach an equilibrium. For the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating, the 
decrease in HER in the early stage contributes to the physical barrier of 
the lamellar-like Ca–P coating. After a 10-h immersion, the large lamina 
of the coating might fall off, resulting an increase in HER. Then, corro-
sion products formed during the continued immersion occupy the sur-
face of sample, resulting in a brief drop in HER. From 10 to 75 h of the 

Fig. 5. (a) SEM images and corresponding (b) EDS spectra of Cu element for (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating with an immersion of 24, 75, 150, 170, 250 and 300 h; (c) FTIR 
spectra and (d) XRD patterns of the sample after an immersion of 24, 75, 170, 220 and 300 h in HBSS. 
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immersion, obvious corrosion defects appear on the surface of the 
sample, due to the degradation of the Ca–P coating and the exposure of 
the AZ31 substrate. The scenario gradually leads to enhanced galvanic 
corrosion between the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating and the substrate or be-
tween the Al–Mn and α-Mg phase (Fig. 4j). Note that, the slope of the 
HER curve of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating is bigger than AZ31 substrate at 
about 55–60 h, which might be due to a lot of released Cu2+ ions from 
porphyrin demetalation reaction participate in the galvanic corrosion, 
accelerating the HER. At about 200 h, the formation of corrosion 
products and corrosion of the samples reach a relative equilibrium. 
Although, in the early stage of immersion (before 20 h), the HER of the 
(Ca–P)10 coating was higher than that of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating, the 
general HER of the (Ca–P)10 coating was lower than that of the (Ca–P/ 
SCC)10 coating, which also may be attributed to the galvanic corrosion 
caused by the SCC demetallization reaction. 

Changes in morphology and composition of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating after an immersion of 24, 75, 150, 170, 250 and 300 h are 
exhibited in Fig. 5 and Fig. S3. During 24 h, the lamellar-like (Ca–P/ 
SCC)10 coatings completely peel off and many corrosion cracks appear. 
The highest Cu content (Fig. 5b) has shed the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating, 
enhancing the galvanic corrosion or leading to the exposure of the inner 
SCC as the corrosion nucleation center, which would be confirmed by 
the next XPS spectra. After an immersion of 75 h, granular corrosion 
products begin to be formed. An immersion of 150 h later, new Ca–P 
precipitates are deposited on the surface due to the adsorption of Ca2+, 

HPO4
2− and PO4

3− ions by the remaining SCC on the surface (Fig. S3). In 
Fig. 5c, the characteristic peaks at 1558-1380 cm− 1 of the porphyrin ring 
after an immersion of 24 h are generally shifted to the left, which might 
be attributed to the dementalization of SCC during the degradation 
process. The vibration peaks of HPO4

2− and PO4
3− ions appear at 1268- 

544 cm− 1 [67], which can be confirmed by the XRD pattern of HA, 
Ca3(PO4)2 and CaHPO4. Corrosion products of Mg(OH)2 was also not 
negligible. 

XPS spectra of C 1s, Cu 2p and N 1s for (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating with 
different immersion times are performed in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6a, 
the C 1s spectrum has three peaks at 284.8, 286.5 and 288.4 eV, cor-
responding to the C–C and C–N bonds of the porphyrin ring and -COO- 

group. The Cu 2p spectra with three immersion time (Fig. 6b) show the 
same peaks of Cu2+ ions and coordinate Cu, confirming the demetalation 
of SCC [68]. That is, there are SCC and SCC without Cu existed during 
the degradation of the coating. In order to determine the change in the 
SCC structure in the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating as accurately as possible, XPS 
spectra of the N 1s with immersion time of 24, 50, 75, 170 and 300 h 
(Fig. 6c) are added. In the metalated molecules, the four N atoms are 
coordinated equally to the central ion and give rise to only one peak in 
the N 1s region, between the iminic (=N–, 398 eV) and pyrrolic (–NH–, 
400 eV) peaks [69,70]. The three peak of N 1s spectra designates the 
existence of both metalized porphyrin and demetallized porphyrin. 
Otherwise, the pyrrolic peaks are shifted to the left, to varying degrees, 
before a soaking for 75 h. And the area of iminic and pyrrolic peaks are 

Fig. 6. (a, b, c) XPS spectra of C 1s, Cu 2p and N 1s for the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating with different immersion times. (d) Flame atomic absorption spectroscopy of the Cu 
elements released from the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating as function as immersion time. 
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Fig. 7. Antibacterial ratio and colony images of samples against S. aureus and E. coli (a) in dark, under irradiation of (b) visible and (c) NIR light.  

Fig. 8. (a) The amount of ROS released by the AZ31 substrate and (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating; the temperature change curves of the AZ31 substrate and (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating in (b) air and (c) HBSS; temperature change curves of the “on and off” performance for the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating in (d) air and (e) HBSS. 
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not equal, the pyrrolic peak area reaches the highest value at 50 h, and 
then decreases until it was equal to the area of iminic peak. The area of 
the N peak with metal ligands is always inversely proportional to the 
other two N peaks, indicating that when the number of demetallized 
porphyrin structure increases, the number of porphyrin structure with 
metal ligands would decreases, which may be attributed to the degra-
dation of the coating during the soaking process. Note that, the proton 
concentration did not reach an equilibrium; and the coordination bond 
in the porphyrin structure is constantly changed [71]. 

Cu elemental content as function of immersion time is shown in 
Fig. 6d. In clinical practice, bacterial colonization adhesion and bacte-
rial biofilm is the initial factor of bone implant infection, which usually 
occur within 24 h after surgery. Therefore, the antibacterial effect 
within 24 h is of great significance for the outbreak of postoperative 
infection of bone implants [72]. The Cu element release curve of the 
coating confirms that Cu element is gradually released from SCC; and 
during 0–170 h of immersion, especially within 24 h, the release rate 
sharply increases, due to the shedding of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating and 
many SCC molecules exposed to the solution cause demetalation, 
confirmed by the results of hydrogen evolution and immersion tests. 
After 170 h, the Cu element content is basically stable and most of the 
SCC molecules in (Ca–P/SCC)10 coatings are completely demetallized, or 
reached a certain balance. The burst release time coincides with the 
outbreak period of postoperative infection, which improves the possi-
bility of clinical application of the material. 

3.4. Antibacterial ability 

The antibacterial properties of AZ31 substrate and (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating in dark are presented in Fig. 7, the antibacterial ratios of (Ca–P/ 
SCC)10 coating against S. aureus and E. coli are 93.9% and 92.2%, which 
are higher than that of AZ31 alloy of 51.6% and 60.1%, demonstrating 
the good inhibition of bacteria by Cu released during the degradation 
process of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coatings [73]. The antibacterial property of 
the bare AZ31 substrate can be ascribed to the released Mg2+ ions and 
increased pH value resulted from the corrosion process [74]. Due to the 
photosensitivity of SCC and degradation of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating, the 
ROS and Cu2+ ions can be released under the irradiation of visible light 
(1 W/cm2) to inactivate bacteria, so that the antibacterial ratios of 
(Ca–P/SCC)10 coating increased to 99.0% and 97.5%. While the increase 
in antibacterial activity of AZ31 substrate may be attributed to the 
highly localized electric field of plasmonic behavior under visible light 
[75]. The antibacterial efficacy against S. aureus and E. coli co-cultured 
with the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating reaches up to 99.8% and 99.9% under 
NIR irradiation, suggesting the synergetic effect of Cu, PTT and PDT. 
Note that, the antibacterial ratio and colony images of (Ca–P)10 coating 
against S. aureus and E. coli are displayed in Fig. S4. The (Ca–P)10 coating 
has no obvious antibacterial ability. 

In order to explore the PDT effects of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating, the 
change in fluorescence intensity of 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein with 
different irradiation time is shown in Fig. 8a, in which C/C0 means the 
ratio of the fluorescence intensity at the current moment to the initial 
fluorescence intensity. After an irradiation of 808 nm NIR light for 15 
min, there is no ROS produced by the AZ31 alloy, a large amount of ROS 
generated via (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating indicates a good PDT performance. 
Fig. 8b–e displays the photothermal property of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating 
under irradiation of 808 nm NIR light (1W/cm2). The temperature of the 
(Ca–P/SCC)10 coating reaches up to 87.4 and 58.5 ◦C in air and HBSS 
within 15 min; but no obvious changes in temperature on AZ31 alloy 
substrate, demonstrating a good PTT ability of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating. As revealed in Fig. 8d and e, the temperature of (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating exhibited a stable “on-off” behavior in air or HBSS, indicating an 
excellent photothermal stability. The corresponding thermal imager 
photos are exhibited in Fig. S5, the heat released by the sample in the air 
and in the solution is uniform, indicating the uniformity of (Ca–P/ 
SCC)10 coating. 

To determine the NIR photoabsorption capability of (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating, the cooling curve of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating in Hank’s solution is 
shown in Fig. S6a, and Fig. S6b is the graph of time (t) and -ln (θ). 
Because the temperature drops fast in the early stage of cooling and slow 
in the later stage, so a mid-term of the cooling process is conducted. 
After calculation, the photothermal conversion efficiency (η) of (Ca–P/ 
SCC)10 coating is 42.1%, in which mH2O is 2 × 10− 3 kg (cH2O,p = 4.2 ×
103 J Kg− 1 K− 1, mscc = 3 × 10− 3 kg, and cscc = 134.06 J Kg− 1 K− 1); hA 
equals to 0.018; ΔTmax,mix and ΔTmax, H2O are 30.4 and 4.3 ◦C, respec-
tively; I is 1 W; the area of light spot radiated on the (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating is 1 cm2; Aλ is 0.354. 

3.5. Cytotoxicity 

Cytocompatibility of the AZ31 substrate and (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating is 

Fig. 9. (a) Cell viability of MC3T3-E1 cultured in different extracts prepared 
with negative control, AZ31 substrate and (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating for 24 and 72 
h. Statistically significant differences (p* < 0.05, p** < 0.01, p*** < 0.001, 
p**** < 0.0001); (b) Fluorescent images of MC3T3-E1after an incubation for 24 
and 72 h in different extracts of the negative control, AZ31 substrate, and 
(Ca–P/SCC)10 coating. 
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characterized by the MTT method to detect the relative viablity of 
MC3T3-E1 cells in co-culture with the samples. The cell viabilities after 
24 and 72 h incubation for pre-osteoblasts is exhibited in Fig. 9a. The 
extracts of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating significantly increase the viability of 
MC3T3-E1 cells to 112% and 120%, implying the active effect of the 
(Ca–P/SCC)10 coating for promoting the growth of bone. The cell 
viability of AZ31 alloy after an incubation of 24 h goes up to 110%, 
indicating the good effect of Mg2+ ion on promoting osteogenic differ-
entiation [76]. However, the viability decreases to 98% after a culture of 
72 h, which might be ascribed to the high alkalinity resulted from the 
degradation of the AZ31 alloy [4]. Meanwhile, Live/Dead staining of 
osteoblasts after an incubation of 24 and 72 h could be seen in Fig. 9b. 
The cells for all samples performed generally healthy fusiform-like 
shape, widely spreading with respect to morphology, exhibiting an 
acceptable and enhanced cytocompatibility to osteoblasts. 

4. Discussion 

According to previous reports, substances which can prduce Cu2+

ions have been added to impart the antibacterial properties of the ma-
terial, such as CuSO4 [77], Cu monometallic [78], copper acetate [79], 
or CuO/Cu2O [80]. There are, nevertheless, scarce reports on the ap-
plications of porphyrin on biodegradable metals. 

Porphyrins are a class of tetrapyrrole compounds, which consist of a 
planar porphin core surrounded by substituent groups. The porphyrin 
ring has twenty-six π electrons, and is a highly conjugated system, 
determining that porphyrin has excellent electron transfer ability, PTT 
and PDT performance [81], and excellent biocompatibility [82]. They 
possess a high binding affnity to cellular components, membranes, 
proteins and DNA [83,84], can kill drug-resistant bacteria (e.g., MRSA) 
without destroying human cells [85]. 

There are many different mechanisms in which porphyrins are used 
to inactivate microorganisms and viruses. And the possibility of patho-
gens and bacteria gaining resistance is greatly reduced [86,87]. The 
structure of the SCC and Cu2+ ions is fully utilized on the (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating, constructed a triple antibacterial system with good 
biocompatibility. 

4.1. Coating formation and degradation mechnism 

SCC is a Cu-bearing porphyrin derivatives with good properties of 
transportation and storage of oxygen [88], transportation of electrons 
[89], light absorption and conversion [90] and photostability [71]. 
During the induction process of SCC, the carboxyl (-COO-) group in SCC 
can reduce the density of π electron cloud, resulting in the 
electron-withdrawing conjugation effect. Thus, SCC can firstly be 
adsorbed on the hydroxylated AZ31 substrate through electrostatic 
attraction. Subsequent nucleation and growth of Ca–P products show a 
cluster around the SCC (Fig. 2b). With the increase in the number of 
assembly layers, new SCC is attached to the sample surface by the 
electrostatic attraction in further to improve the thickness and 
compactness of the coating. Note that, although the density of functional 
groups in SCC is lower than that of DNA [9,10] and PAA [4] to induce 
Ca–P coating, the corrosion resistance is better than the DNA and PAA 
induced Ca–P coating, confirming the superiority of the LbL induction 
by SCC. 

During the degradation process, based on the results of electro-
chemical and hydrogen evolution tests, (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating has better 
electrochemical performance than (Ca–P)10 coating and AZ31 substrate, 
and while (Ca–P)10 coating shows the best corrosion resistance in the 
hydrogen evolution test. But before soaking for the first 20 h, the HER of 
(Ca–P)10 coating was higher than that of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating and 
lower than AZ31 substrate, which is consistent with the results of elec-
trochemical tests. This may be attributed to the fact that the compact-
ness of (Ca–P)10 coating is not as good as that of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating. 
Obvious corrosion cracks appear on the surface of (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating 

after being immersed for 24 h (Fig. 5). As the immersion time is pro-
longed, a large amount of Cu2+ ions produced by the demetallization 
reaction of SCC attacks the substrate together with the aggressive ions 
(Fig. 6d), and galvanic corrosion occurs [62], which corresponds to the 
sudden and rapid rise of HER at the immersion time of 50 h in Fig. 4i. 

Thus, the degradation mechanism of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating can 
be divided into four steps:  

(1) After the sample is exposed to the HBSS solution, the dense 
layered (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating provides a physical barrier for the 
AZ31 substrate, hindering the attack of solute ions on the AZ31 
substrate.  

(2) Subsequently, the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating gradually degrades, and 
the SCC in the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating undergoes a demetallization 
reaction to release Cu2+ ions.  

(3) As the immersion time increases, obvious corrosion defects occur 
resulted from galvanic corrosion between the Al–Mn and α-Mg 
phases in AZ31 substrate, and the Cu2+ ions and Mg substrates. 
The degradation rate of the coating reaches to the maximum in 
this process.  

(4) Finally, the deposition of corrosion products fills in the corrosion 
defects until the degradation of the coating and the formation of 
the products film reach a relative balance. 

Therefore, the long term corrosion protection of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 
coating is limited, which should be improved in further. 

4.2. Ternary antibacterial mechanism 

In vitro antibacterial activity of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating varies with 
the changing environment. In dark, the released Cu2+ ion from the 
(Ca–P/SCC)10 coating during the degradation process exerts antibacte-
rial effect, based on Cu2+ ion can destroy the bacterial cell membrane to 
its inactivation [91]. Otherwise, as the coating degrades, the Mg2+ ions 
also are released from the substrate, cooperating with the enhanced 
alkalinity to inhibit bacteria [92]. 

Under the irradiation of visible light, the SCC is excited by the light of 
a specific wavelength, undergoing a photo-oxidation reaction in two 
cases: 

Type I: photooxidation mechanism [93], 
Porphyrin absorbs light into singlet excited state (1 PS*), once in a 

singlet excited state, PS molecules can be converted to a triplet excited 
state (3 PS*) by intersystem crossing (ISC) [94]:  

P (S0) → 1PS*                                                                               (10)  

1 PS*+ ISC→ 3 PS*                                                                      (11)  

3PS* + D → PS•- + D•+ (12) 

Radical-anion of the porphyrin (PS•-) may also transfer electrons to 
O2 with formation of superoxide-anion radical O2

•-:  

PS•- + O2 → PS + O2
•-                                                                 (13) 

Alternatively, reactive oxygen species (ROS), e. g. singlet oxygen is 
produced according to type II: photooxidation mechanism, the semi- 
reduced PS radical can react with electron acceptors, such as oxygen, 
regenerating the PS [95].  

3PS* + O2 → 1O2 + PS                                                                 (14) 

Under the irradiation of NIR, a new PTT mechanism can be 
concluded as the light absorbed by the SCC from the target site to 
generate heat. In order to avoid damage to healthy cells, a photosensi-
tizer with high absorption and photothermal conversion efficiency 
under NIR light is necessary. Note that, bacteria and cancer cells can be 
killed when the temperature of PTT exceeds 40 ◦C. The inactivation 
process needs to last 6–72 h when the temperature is 40–41 ◦C, and 
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15–60 min when the temperature is 42–45 ◦C. When the temperature 
reaches over 50 ◦C, the inactivation process will be shortened to 4–6 min 
[96]. Thus, experiments have proved the high-efficiency triple anti-
bacterial (Fig. 10) properties of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating, and the 
(Ca–P/SCC)10 coating may be a candidate in the treatment of cancer. 

5. Conclusions 

A (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating has been successfully prepared on AZ31 
alloy by LbL assembly.  

(1) Dense lamellar or leaf-like (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating is mainly 
composed of CaHPO4⋅H2O, Ca3(PO4)2, HA and Mg(OH)2, and SCC 
facilitates the initiation of Ca–P layer. The corrosion current 
density decreased one order of magnitude from AZ31 substrate 
(5.45 × 10− 6 A cm− 2) and (Ca–P)10 coating (7.23 × 10− 6 A cm− 2) 
to (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating (1.35 × 10− 7 A cm− 2), indicating the 
(Ca–P/SCC)10 coating has a good corrosion resistance. But the 
release of Cu2+ ions leads to galvanic corrosion and accelerates 
corrosion rate during the coating degradation.  

(2) The antibacterial efficacy of the (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating under the 
irradiation of NIR light reaches as high as 99.8% and 99.9% 
against S. aureus and E. coli, respectively, which is attributable to 
the Cu bearing (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating with excellent photody-
namic, photothermal properties and photothermal stability. A 
triple antibacterial mechanism is proposed.  

(3) The MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblasts cells for (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating 
reveals generally healthy fusiform-like shape, widely spreading 
with respect to morphology, exhibiting an enhanced cyto-
compatibility to osteoblasts. The (Ca–P/SCC)10 coating shows 
great potential for applications on biodegradable Mg alloys. 
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